Incident Tracking
Minimizing incidents
is key to assuring
quality of life for the
individuals you serve.
Proactively managing
incidents ensures
compliance with county
and state requirements
and creates a safe
environment for the
individuals in your care.
With Solana’s Incident
Tracking software, you
can monitor more than
120 items regarding an
incident, ranging from
the individual and staff
involved to the cause
of the incident and
everything in between.
You can choose the
level of detail your
agency wants to track. In
addition, you can quickly
create the report you
need and export 100% of the stored data.

The incident screen displays all the
pertinent information concerning
the documentation of an individual’s
incident.

Group the incidents in each report by the criteria
you deem most important (for example, show
incidents by county, then site, the date of the
incident and more). Filter reports to drill down
by county, client, injury type or location. Export
reports to plain text, Microsoft Word (rich text),
Adobe PDF, and Microsoft Excel.
Set up Incident Tracking to match the needs
of your unique agency. You can define default
values for individuals such as their home county

Key Benefits
✔
Identify incident trends by client, staff or
location to address concerns quickly.
✔
Reduce administrative costs by tracking
and reporting all incidents in a secure
central location.

and program. The information automatically
populates when you create a new incident.
Quickly copy a prior incident for those individuals
who routinely have similar incidents.
Easily identify incident trends among staff
or clients by location or program. Built-in
security ensures that staff only have access to
the individuals they serve and to the specific
information they need.
Incident Tracking integrates with our Client
Information module. In addition, the employee
list available in Solana’s Employee Care suite
is accessible to the Incident Tracking module
so that you do not need to maintain multiple
employee lists.
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